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MUN Delegates
Play Detective
The UPS delegates to the
Model United Nations began
working last September for
the conference held at the
University of California at
Berkeley April 5 to 10. The
diligent work of the UPS delegates enabled them to discover plagarism in resolutions
presented by other universities.

UGLIEST MUGS ON CAMPUS belong to seven men contending for the
title of "Ugly man." The contest is part of the Spring Weekend activities.
The men are Stu McKenzie (back row left), Independent; George Plumis,
Kappa Sigma; Larry Saxon, Theta Chi; Pete Rippe (front row left), SAE;
Fred Scheyer, Sigma Chi; Scott Weatherwax, Phi Delt; and Ken Carter,
Sigma Nu (not pictured).

CB APPROVES
NEW EDITORS

BANQUET TO BE
GIVEN BY AWS

Lowell Magoon and Sally
Jo Riewald were selected to
be editors of the Tamanawas
and Trail, respectively, for
next year.

New Spurs, Mortar Board
Members To Be Tapped

The announcement was made
following their approval by Central Board last Wednesday. They
were recommended by Mr. David
Jacobson, publications advisor.
Both have had experience this
year with publications work. Magoon, a freshman, has served as
art editor of the Tamanawas, Miss
Riewald, a sophomore, has been
managing editor of the Trail for
the past two semesters.
Both new appointees are looking for prospective staff members.
Miss Riewald is especially looking
for a business manager. Any students interested in publications
work should contact Miss Riewald
in the Trail office, room 214 in the
student center, and Magoon in the
Tamanawas office, room 203.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
May 3—Senior Recognition Day;
Alumni-Senior Banquet.
May 5—AWS Spring banquet.
May 6—Faculty recital; Campus
Movie; Knight Cruise.
May 7—Greek Day; Sigma Nu
White Rose Dance; Todd Hall
street dance.
May 8—Choral Society and Chamber Orchestra concert.
May 11—Spur-Knight picnic.
May 12—Gloria Grout Senior Recital; WAA picnic; WUS banquet.
May 13—Spring Weekend; Coronation of May Court, Song Fest,
Dance.
May 14—Spring Weekend: Picnic
lunch, Spring Carnival.
May 15—Pi Kappa Delta debate
picnic; Sigma Chi beach partycruise; Advanced students organ
recital.
May 16—Chi Omega senior banquet.
May 17—UPS-Tacoma Symphony.

The annual AWS banquet
will be held Thursday, May 5
at 5:30 p.m. in the Student
Center.
The highlight of the evening
will be the tapping of 24 freshmen women for membership in
Spurs, the sophomore women's
honorary, and also the tapping of
junior women for membership in
Mortar Board, the senior women's
honorary.
The cost for the banquet will be
25 cents for dormitory residents
and $1.25 for town students. The
attire will be "dressy" cottons. Entertainment will be furnished by
Carol Sandford who will sing several songs and Nola DeCaro who
will present a skit.
All women students are invited
to attend the event planned by cochairmen Karen Kasselman and
Nancy Inouye; decorations, Marjorie White; tickets and invitations, Jane Hanson and Joanne
Mladenich; and publicity, Linda
Wilson.

Student's Work
Appears in Print
The official literary magazine
of the ASB, Cross Currents, will

be distributed free to students
Wednesday in the Student Center.
The annual publication consists
of student writings, and this year's
editor is Bill Rowley. Contributors
are Lynn Randall, Dick Cline,
Elaine Klein, Olaf Ordahl, Ronald
Wardall, Johanna Cl em en t
Griggs, Jim Green, Judy Warner,
Arden Douglas, Esperanza Gurza and Stanley Floyd.

MUN is an annual activity
sponsored, at great expense, by
the United Nations. Representatives from colleges and universities in the western United States
participate in the model United
Nations conference. Each school
is assigned a nation. The economical and political problems of this
nation are then studied in great
detail.
The UPS delegates had access
to information not readily available to the majority of the campuses because a former UPS delegate studies in New York near the
United Nations. This additional
information was studied, giving
the UPS delegation a slight advantage in preparation.
Because this information was
studied carefully, the delegation
was able to detect plagarism in
the resolutions presented by several large and well-known universities. When this was brought
to the attention of the delegates
and staff members from these
schools, there were some red faces
and quick withdrawals of resolutions.
This year the delegation to
MUN included: Chairman Hannah Davison, Joann Mendel,
Molly O'Brien Day, Bill Rowley,
Dick Miller. Jim McBride, Paul
Schafer, Darla Tabler. Dr. Warren Tomlinson served as advisor.
Next year MUN will be held
at the University of Oregon. Applications for next year's conference will be available at the beginning of the fall semester.

OT Open House
For Hi Schoolers
To acquaint high school
students with one of the less
well known health career
fields, the Occupational Therapy Department is holding
open house from 8 to 12 a.m.
Saturday, May 14, in South
Hall, Section B, as part of
Spring Carnival.
Through displays and a
movie, OT students will demonstrate the part that an occupatioñal therapist plays in
the rehabilitation of handicapped persons and the preparation for t h i s vocation
through the courses offered.
The OT students are looking forward to meeting high
school and other interested
students and will be glad to
answer your questions about
the field.
The annual Commencement Ball,
honoring all graduating seniors,
will be held Friday, May 20, from
9 to 12 p.m. in the Student Center.

"BOM NAL," Korean for spring time, is the theme of the Spring
Weekend. Pictured above are three of the students planning the weekend
vents. Melvin Henry is academic display co-chairman. Eliabzeth Beckman,
center, is general co-chairman along with Tom Barnard (not pictured.)
Darlene Townsend, right, is co-chairman of the AWS housing committee.

Carnival, Weekend Theme
Based on Korean 'Spring'
"Born Nal," the Korean word for "spring time," is the theme
of Spring Weekend which will be held on May 13 and 14. This
weekend is planned to introduce high school seniors to UPS and
to integrate the student body through fun and service.
Song Fest, an annUa' Choral Competition between social groups;
May Court, with a senior May Queen. and princesses from the other
classes; a dance in the student center ; a picnic; the Carnival, including

booths and entertainment; a frog-jumping contest; chopstick eating contest; crowning of the Ugliest Man on Campus and games are all a part
of this gala weekend.
This weekend will give UPS students the opportunity to aid students
of other nations through World University Service, an organization to help
refugees and other students in the crowded universities around the globe.
Also student patronage of the Carnival will contribute to the United Good
Neighbor Fund.
In conlunciton with the weekend activities is an International Banquet to be held Thursday night, May 12. Foreign students, dressed in
native costumes will entertain. This banquet will be served as the regular
evening meal in the student center and all students are invited to participate.
High school students were informed of this spring weekend through
a special edition of the Trail mailed to them, an article in the Tacoma
News Tribune and post cards. Those coming for Spring Weekend will
bring sleeping bags and stay in the dormitories and fraternity houses.
A spokesman for the administration stated that he hopes the weekend will give high school seniors a chance to become acquainted with
college life, particularly at UPS. This weekend will provide the high school
students the opportunity for all to see our academic offerings, faculty
and facilities as well as the fun of college life.
General co-chairmen for the Spring Weekend are Liz Beckman and
Tom Barnard. Working under them are the following committee chairmen.
In charge of AWS activities, including the coronation, registration
and the banquet for high school students are Darlene Townsend and
Glenda Watson. Song fest chairmen are Neil Oldridge and Judy Kelly;
the dance afterward is being planned by Dick Weist and Elaine Klein.
Helen Ann Hartley and Mel Henry are in charge of the academic
display. Carol Weeks and Larry Jones will present the activities on the
campus. The chairman of the free picnic lunch on Saturday are Pam Davis
and Martha Hoyt. The games in the afternoon are being planned by
Jan Hoymen and Larry Hagerness.
Publicity is in the hands of Alex Bennet and Judy Adams. The
convocations prior to the weekend are headed by Margaret Langley
and Fred Whitley.

SPRING WEEKEND SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, MAY
4:00- 6:00
5:30- 6:15
7:00- 7:30
7:30-10:00
10:00.12:00

13
Arrival and Registration
Banquet for high school students
Coronation of May Queen
Song Fest
Dance (Those participating in Song Fest are urged to wear
their costumes)
SATURDAY, MAY 14
8:00-12:00 Carnival Preparation in Field House
8:00- 9:00 Convocation for high school students (Activities of campus
presented)
9:00-12:00
Departmental tours
12:00- 1:30 Free Picnic Lunch for everyone
2:00- 400 Games and races
Social Group Open House
4:00- 6:00
Finishing touches on carnival booths
7:00-12:00 Carnival (Booths, entertainment emceed by Mike Donahue,
frog jumping contest, chopstick eating contest, and
crowning of the Ugliest Man on Campus.)
SUNDAY, MAY 15
Deadline for having carnival booths cleaned up.
2:00
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FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULED
TUESDAY, MAY 31
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____________________________________________________
A CHALLENGE TO STUDENTS

..

College students often find it difficult to reconcile advanced academic
and scientific teachings and religious beliefs. In many cases, rather than
attempting a reconciliation, students reject religious principles and values,
turning indifferently toward agnostism or atheism,
However, there is a group, though little known on campus, which
deserves some recognition for the work that it has attempted to carry
on this year. The group carries the forbidding title of United Campus
Christian Fellowship.
UCCF, operating under the direction of Mr. Robert Keller, has tried
to do more than plan meetings and picnics. This group was conceived
with the purpose of challenging students to think and discuss ideas and
issues that are alive today.
A short survey of this year's program will illustrate the type of
work UCCF has been doing. Last fall Dr. Alcorn led a discussion on
"Evolution and the Concept of Man." Later the group read and discussed
The Cocktail Party by T. S. Eliot.
This semester Dr. Leroy Ostransky led a discussion on modern jazz.
Also, Larry Baker, Dick Cline and Dave Calhoun batted existentialism
around in a panel discussion. Other discusions involved 1984 by George
Orwell and The Man Who Died by U. H. Lawrence.
It is hard to measure the success of any undertaking such as UCCF's.
However, the group has discovered one thing. It is just as hard to plan
and prepare these discussions as it is to plan a picnic or party.
The point is that this group has planned group discussions around
contemporary learning to aid the individual members reach a better
concept of modern life and thought and the Christian ethics.

This year our campus as a
whole has experienced the influence of world situations through
several lectures. Early in the year
Far East situations were brought
into focus by Dr. Tomlinson in a
convocation presentation. Similarly, Dr. Hauser, from the University of Chicago, presented for
our consideration some ramifications of the 'Population Explosion. More recently, Dr. Chaimers attempted to stimulate the
students to active concern for
world problems.
The committee for World University Service has noted the richness of these presentations; and
they have recognized the challenges which our generation faces.
To meet the challenge and correlate student action the WUS
committee is to present the following things: two convocations
with a lecturer on World Refugee
Year. Then with a lighter , touch
in connection witn me
on WU
Spring Carnival for student enjoyment This offers an opportunity to re spond to the challenge of
students who are in need the
world over. The proceeds WUS
receives will provide housing,
books
an d
teachers,
health,
schools for thousands of students.
World University Service is one
answer, for the campus, the best
answer to the challenge of unremitting forces. Is there concern
an enterenough to support
taming carnival?
WUS Committee

- $35

TUXEDO FOR SALE
WORN ONCE
White Coat, Size 40
Black Pants-31-30
Accessories
Call BR 2-2528

••
•

FRIDAY, JUNE 3

8:00 Classes that meet at 8:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
10:00 Classes that meet at 10:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
1:00 Classes that meet at 2:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
3:00 Classes that meet at 3:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday and
specially arranged examinations
NOTE—EVENING

Evening classes continue on regular schedule until June 2, and
examinations will be held according to the instructors' arrangements
within the regular class periods.

• •• • • •
0

oriaill

Busch's College Special
Junior Deluxe Hamburger— 35c

- 60c

with Basket Fries

with
Large Coca Cola

Milk Shake

__.,.,. •

tntertainment
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* First Show 7 p.m.
Fri. - Sat.
* Banquet Rooms

•' 54th & So. Tac. Way
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Where Fine Food Is an Art

Pupo

The TO'NERS in Taconia

•

Dinners • Banquets

It's
Dairy Queen
For a Royal Treat,

Burgers
Cones

• Thick Shakes
•

Sundaes

pu

6th Ave and Alder

Headquarters For Quality College Supplies

START SAVING OW

7he Stationers9.
Tacoma's finest line of

FOR THE THINGS
YOU WAN4T.

. fountain and ball pens

IT'S AGREAT FEELING

Coin-Operated Dry Cleaning Machine

drafting supplies

OHAVE MONEY
IN THE BANk.

..ourank

Cleans Suits, Skirts, Sweaters, Slacks

greeting cards

4

brief cases

Economical, too - only $1 .00 per load

Now at our new location

Up to 12 sweaters or 7 lbs. per load

THRIFTY LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 hours a day • 6th & Proctor

65c

Everyone meets at Busch's

For All Occasions, Call

Now . . . for your convenience, the

60c

6805 Sixth Ave. • 5K 9-41 55

YOUR EDUCAT ION

EU 34739 • 6th & Oakes

8:00 Classes that meet at 9:00 Tuesday, Thursday
10:00 Classes that meet at 11:00 Tuesday, Thursday
1:00 Classes that meet at 2:00 Tuesday, Thursday
3:00 Specially arranged examinations

Lunches

THRIFT IS PART OF

2703 6th Avenue

THURSDAY, JUNE 2

Open Monday thru Saturday

The Spring Weekend planning committee chose "Bom Nal," the
Korean word meaning "spring time," for the theme of the May Day and
Spring Carnival activities. We wonder if they knew about Syngman Rhee
when this name was selected? However, the students should be thankful
that they are having their "Bom Nal" on the UPS campus and not in Korea.

Budil's Flowers

8:00 Classes that meet at 9:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
10:00 Classes that meet at 11:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
1:00 All sections of Religion 101
3:00 Classes that meet at 1:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Your host Don

HAPPY "BOM NAL"

6th Avenue
Shoe Repair

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1

...

PREDICTIONS COME TRUE
In The Hidden Persuaders (published in 1957), author Vance Packard
discussed the psychological appeal in advertisements. He said that political campaigners use some of the same techniques that commercial advertisers do, predicting that the 1960 Presidential campaign would be
psychologicaly oriented. Furthermore, he stated that in 1960 people would
be voting for images rather than for the candidate's platform or policies.
Packard's prediction about candidate's attempts to build images appears to be fairly accurate. In the April 26 Look an article states that
clothes make the candidate and the appearance of each man will subtly
influence the voter. A pictorial and verbal report of the apparel of six
candidates and a speculation of resulting image is as follows:
Nixon: "Neatness, no ostentation."
Kennedy: "The nonchalance of complete sophistication."
Senator Stuart Symington: "Ease, confidence."
Senator Lyndon Johnson: "Breeziness, affluence."
Senator Hubert Humphrey: "Independence, exuberance."
Adlai Stevenson: "The man is noticed; his clothes aren't."

8:00 Classes that meet at 8:00 Tuesday, Thursday
10:00 All sections of English 102 and 106
1:00 Classes that meet at 1:00 Tuesday, Thursday
3:00 Classes that meet at 3:00 Tuesday, Thursday and specially
arranged examinations

PUGET SOUND
NAT 10 NAL
BANK
M[rrBR

FED[RA I DFOSIT

INSuRANc[ coRPoRATiON

1143 Broadway
MA 7-2153
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DAVISON EARNS Seferian To Play
$6600 GRANT
With Casals'
Miss Hannah Davison has Famous Group
been awarded a three-year
National Defense grant from
the University of Arkansas.
The $6,600 grant will be applied toward Miss Davison's
graduate studies.

Miss Davison, a compositionliterature major, intends to major
in contemporary comparative literature in graduate school. She
will concentrate in American,
Russian and French literature. All
will be studied in their original
language.
The grant is intended to lead
to the doctorate. The grant carries
no teaching or work obligations.
Miss Davison will have to concentrate only upon working toward
her degree.
Miss Davison stated that she
would like to give special mention
to Dr. Simonson, head of the English department, who was instrumental in helping her compete for
and receive the grant. She also received encouragement and recommendations from Miss Martin,
French department; Madame Lavaska, Russian department; and
Dr. Philip Hager, English department.

ADELPHIAN CONCERT
CHOIR TO BE ON TV
Sunday, May 8
7:00 p.m. KTNT

It has been announced that
Edward Seferian, I a c u 1 t y
member of the School of
Music, has been selected to
play violin in Casals' festival.
The festival is composed of outstanding handpicked musicians
from throughout the country to
work with Pablo Casals, one of the
foremost musicians of the world.
The festival was founded by
Casals in 1957 after he came to
live in Puerto Rico, after his
southward exile from his Dative
country Spain. Casals' outstanding artistry and ability to inspire
his fellow musicians have made
the festival one of the world's
greatest music events. Mr. Seferian will be participating in all 12
musical programs, which will
range from chamber music to orchestral concerts during this three
week period.
Mr. Seferian attended this festival last year as a participant and
said, "It was the most thrilling
musical experience I have ever
had, to be selected to perform with
the most outstanding musicians in
the country. I am very happy• to
be able to participate because it
will enable me to play my instrument and continue teaching at the
University. I personally feel that
the outstanding teacher is one
who can also perform."

Air Conditioning—temperatures made to order—tor all-weather comfort.

DEBATORS WIN;
TO TRY AGAIN
The two UPS debate teams tied
for second place at the Pi Kappa
Delta Provincial Debate Tournament held April 7 to 9 at Western Washington College of Education. The winning teams were
Dick Weist and Tom Barnard and
Al Schlank and Al Petrich. The
individual entries were Dick
Weist, interpretation, and Jackie
Carmichael, oratory. They both
recevied "excellent" ratings.
The debate squad will attend
the Tau Kappa Alpha Intercollegiate Speech Tournament at
Montana State University in Missoula on April 28 to 30. The teams
will be Al Schlank and Al Petrich and Tom Schmidt and Jerry
Sherrard, Paul Shaffer will tentatively enter in extemporaneous
speaking.

McKenzie, Schiank Hold
National 1K Posts
Stu McKenzie was elected royal
chancellor, or treasurer of the National Intercollegiate Convention.
Five UPS Ircollegiate
Knights and Betty Strobel, Regional 1K Queen, also attended the
national convention held at Pocatello, Idaho April 19. The Knights
included: Dick Taylor, recorder;
Sam Lassiter, scribe, and Al
Schlank, regional viceroy.
McKenzie's and Schlank's offices now give the UPS Log chapter two national 1K officers.
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Tea Honors Senior Women;
Two Given Scholarships
The seventh annual Pansy Ring Tea, held by Phi Zeta
Chapter of Delta Delta Delta, and honoring all the senior
women on campus was held Sunday, May 3, at 2:00 p.m. at
the Collins Memorial Library.
Highlighting the traditional event of nearly all Tn-Delta chapters
in the United States and Canada was the presentation of two $100
scholarships to Sally Jo Riewald and Joan McColly.
The tea honored all the engaged and recently married senior
women of the University by having them step through a sevenfoot ring of pansies.
Also stepping through t h e
pansy ring were the Misses Mitzi
Allen, Sandy Arnold, Carolyn
Cross, Rasa Dekshenieks, Nancy
Stan Jensen shows you
DeVoir, Patricia Grubisa, Barbara Katzen, Nancy Lincoln,
* Pendletons
Marilyn Perkins, Terry Turnbull
and Mrs. Carol Selden Austin.
They modeled fashions from a * Wembly Ties
local department store.
The style show was climaxed
Van Heusen Shirts
as the bride, Mrs. Juris Macs
(Linda Sticklin), a recent Tn6th and Oakes
Delta bride, modeled her own
weddine dress as she was escorted by her "make-believe" groom,
.
Dick Waterman, chosen from the ç .#......
outstanding s en i 0 r men on

J

campus.

Mrs. Douglas Stewart of the
Tacoma Alumnae chapter, Rasa
Dekshenieks and Jeanette SwenSOfl of the collegiate chapter, were
the general chairman of the tea.

See The Dinah Shore Chevy Show in color Sundays ,NBC-TV—the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly. ABC-TV.

I

TOGG E RY

Custom Hair Stylingt

George's
Styling Salon
For Appointment
Call SK 9-1021

616 Regents Blvd.

The

Riniariag
Restaurant
German food served
with old world charm

North K & Division

MA 7-5010

-'I

So busy that you can't bother
with career planning until graduation day?

Why shouldn't you be driving America's first-choice
car right now? You couldn't do better by your familyor your family budget—than to pick out one of Chevy's
18 FRESH-MINTED MODELS, load up its VACATION-SIZED TRUNK and take off on one of those
springtime trips Chevy so dearly loves. Once you're

whisking along the highway, cushioned by FULL
COIL SPRINGS at all four wheels, you'll have your
own smooth-running account of why Chevy's '60's
best seller. And right now when
beautiful buys are in full bloom
at your dealer's!

MM

for economical transportation

Save—right now—during .the Spring Fever Selling Spree at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

A career in life insurance selling
maybe right in your line. Itoffers
many benefits—among them:
• No limit on earnings
• A business of your own
Take the time now, to talk with
the head of our college unit
about an absorbing future in
the life insurance business.
FRED F. HOHEIM
406 Rust Building
BR 2-3191

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia
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CAMPUS CORNER

100 VOICES OF
CHORAL GROUP
TO BE HEARD

by Nancy Askew

GREEK ACTIVITIES

CLUB EVENTS

Dee Hall and Paul Nain hung
struck to victory in the co-rereational bowling tournament with a
score of 609. Angela Hooley and
Bill Bruzas placed second with a
score of 515, and Lil Holert and
Dave Schneebeck weer third with
a score of 498. The tournament
was held March 30 and April 6
at the 6th Avenue Lanes.
The Silver Seals elected Ann
Ramsey as their new president,
Daren Walker is the new vice
president, Mary Algeo is secretary, treasurer is Bobby Coyle,
publicity chairman is Barbara
Egan. and Carolyn Ames was Selected to he show director for the
1961 water show.
The results of the AWS elections which were held during the
past week will be announced at
the annual AWS banquet on May
5, which will be held in the student center. Those running for
president of the Associated Wornen students are Judy Kelly and
Joan Pentilla. Both of these wornen are sophomores and are members of Spurs. Karen Kasselman
is running for vice president.
Other nominees are: Secretary,
Alva Brown, Kay Lentz, Judy
Adams; Treasurer, Mary Algeo
and Pat Grubisa; Social Chairman, Nancy Inouye and Vicky
Cummins; Faculty-student relations, Barb Katzen and Darla
Tabler; Publicity Chairman, Marjane White and Judy Schoeffler.
At a recent meeting of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Emminent Archon
Fred Langton announced his engagement to Karla Mertz.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon has six
spring semester pledges. They are
Ed Turner, Floyd Fessler, John
Forkenbrock, Walter Hunt, Paul
TACOMA FRENCH BAKERY
Morris and Norm Vance.
Ten new Little Sisters of MiFrench Bread • Breadsticks
nerva were initiated recently at
the Masonic Temple. They are:
Order by Phone
Alpha Phi: Polly Gibbon and CarMA 7-4874
1201 Center
___________________________ ol Vargo; Chi Omega; Ginny
- Marr and Bobbie Schenken; TnDelt; Marion Graham and Sharon
Knight; Independents: Ingrid
Barber and Betty Blenkharn; and
•
Shakes
Burgers
Pi Phi: Helen Hartley and Donna Williams.
•
Seafood
Chicken
The SAEs held their Little Sisand now
ters' Ball Satuarday, April 23, at
the Fircrest Country Club. Plaques were presented to the Little
Foot Long Hot Dog
Sisters during intermission of the
just 30c
dance.
Following the intermission,
Dick Kinnamin announced his engagement to Terry McGowen,
Alpha Phi.
813 Division • FU 3-1471

Congratulations are in order to
Phi Phi Susie Sprenger. Susie was
awarded the Amy Burnham Onken Award for being the most outstanding Pi Beta Phi active member in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Alberta, Canada. During
the Adeiphian home concert, the
Adelphian inspirational award became her honor, too,
Pj Phi Lynne Hartshorn received an honor also, in the form of
the pin of Sigma Chi Jack Rummel.
Not to be left out of the awards
this week are Chi 0 Nola DeCaro,
the new "Dream Girl" of Theta
Chi, Chi 0 Carolyn Mime, who
announced her pinning to Phi
Delt Tom McAllister, and Chi o
Elaine Klein, who is the new president of Kappa Phi,
Tn-Delta Sally Jo Riewald annou need her pinning to Sigma Nu
Dave Purchase,
Seven new pledges have joined
the ranks of the Phi Delts. They
are Tom Crum, Jerry Cowling
Dave Wolf, Lee McCutcheon '
Torn McAllister, Dan Marston
and Bob Gibbs,
The Phi Delts' election returns
are the following: President Tom
Burnard, Reporter Ron Stone,
Treasurer Dick Wiest, Warden Ed
Johnson, Librarian Jim Kemmish,
Historian Jeff Lane, Choruster
Bill Hubbard, and Secretary Les
Crowe.
The Tacoma Golf and
Country Club was the scene for
the Phi Delt Goddess Ball held
April 30. The Phi Delts went
down in defeat before the U of
W chapter of Phi Delta Theta in
basketball battle.

Chicken Den
Deluxe Cafe
• Steaks
• Chicken
• Spaghetti
• Sea Food

The 100-voice T a c o m a
Choral Society accompanied
by an instrumental ensemble
and organ will present The
German Requiem by Johannes Brahms Sunday afternoon, May 8 at 4 p.m. at the
First Methodist Church.
Featured soloists will be Dagne
Vaswig, soprano, and Larry Oneley, baritone.
A Mother's Day concert has
become an annual occasion with
the Choral Society, and according
to Dr. Fisher, the conductor, this
year's work has a particular appropriateness, since one of the
movements of the composition
was written in m e rn o r y of
Brahms' mother.
The German Requiem is considered by many to be Brahms'
greatest achievement. In contrast
to parts of the traditional Roman
Mass for the dead, which emphasizes the fearfulness of death, the
composer has chosen his text from
Biblical passages which point out
hope and comfort for the bereaved.

Organ Students
Present Recital
Three UPS students will present an organ recital at the First
Methodist Church on May 15 at
4:00 p.m. The students are Mary
Jean Eubanks, graduate student;
Kathryn Paine, junior; and Julia
Forsberg, freshman. All are students of Professor Alma Oncley,
assistant professor of music at
UPS.
The program will include three
sonatas for organ and string quartet by Mozart, with Miss Paine
playing the organ, Dr. Paul Oneley and Jay Supkoff, violins, Robert Main, viola and Julia Hagarty
the cello. Miss Paine will also be
playing selections by Buxtehude,
Samuel Barber, Carl Parris, Walcha and Schroeder. She is a
church music major with a minor
in religion.
Mary Jean Eubanks will be
playing Chorale in A minor by
Frank, and Finale from first Symphony by Vierne. She is a candidate for the Master of Music at
UPS, and also is organist at the
First Lutheran Church of Tacoma.
Julia Forsberg will play Voter
under in Himmelreich, 0 Gott du
f rammer Gott, and Prelude and
Fugue in B flat major by J. S.
Bach. She received a music scholarship and is majoring in music
education. She is a member of the
UPS-Tacoma Symphony Orchestra.

DON'S TEXACO

GETTING A SNEAK PREVIEW of what will be going on in the kitchen
May 6, the date of the Aumnae-Senior Banquet, the committee members
watch Mrs. Chessman inspect a turley. Mr. Robert Hunt and Cheyl Zumwalt are the alumnae committee members. Lorna Moen and Duane
Parker (on the right) are the senior members of the banquet committee.

Awards, Kudos, Farewell
To Dominate Banquet
All seniors are invited to attend the second annual SeniorAlumnae Banquet to be held May 6 in the SUB at 630 p.m.
Sponsored by the Alumnae Association, the banquet is complimentary to all seniors.

Dr. R. Franklin Thompson will speak at the banquet. Also on the
program are Clarence Nelson, president of the Alumnae Association,
and Howard Meadowcraft, a member of the Board of Trustees.
The senior chairmen of this
event are Duane Parker and Lorna Moen. Alumnae chairmen are
Cheryl Zumwalt and Bob Hunt.
Several special awards are to be
presented at this banquet. Among
them will be the P.H.T. awards,

E GGHEADS TAP
NEW MEMBERS

Mu Sigma Delta, scholastic
honorary at UPS, will hold its
annual banquet and initiation on
May 6. Membership in this honorary is based upon high grades
in liberal arts and humanities.
Those recently tapped include
the following .seniors: Sharlene
Armitage, Donna May Chittick,
Earl Goddard, Roswitha Hies and
Henry Bass, August graduate.
The juniors chosen include:
Brian Anderson, David Calhoun,
Boyka Davis, Evelyn Kretshmar, Louise Morrison, Muriel
Raphael and William Rowley.
Speaking at the initiation to be
held in room 201 of the Student
Center will be Professor John
Verrall from the University of
Washington School of Music.
Membership in this organization is by invitation and members
are chosen from the faculty, graduate, senior and junior students.
Elected to membership last fall
were Jaclyn Carmichael, Winifred
Hertzog, Mrs. Clair Hoffner, Erk
Rimnitz, Susan Sprenger and
Ernest Thompson.

Uttier awarcis Ion scnolastic
achievement and service include
the following: The Amphictyon
Cup is awarded to the senior voted
by the members of his class to
have been its most valuable and
useful member. The Ralph Olson
Memorial Award goes to the outstanding senior fraternity man,
who is selected from nominations
by Intrafraternity Council.
The American Chemical Society Plaque is a recognition award
given to the senior major in chemistry with the highest scholastic
record in the subject during college. The Charles McNary Award
is given to the senior student in
business administration, who gives
the greatest promise in success in
business or industry.
The Samuel Wein Educational
Trophy is given to the senior education major who has a 3.0 grade
point average or better and gives
the best promise of being a successful teacher. The last trophy is
the Ray Williams Award Plaque
which is awarded to a senior majoring in geology.
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For that big day

NORA'S
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Ken, Ray and Tony

TONY'S
Barber Shop
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The Actress, the Actors and Mr. Shaw
Had the Campus Playcrafters been willing to take a few
bows after their successful presentation of Pygmalion the
other night, they would have found one of their number singled
out for a standing ovation. As Eliza Doolittle, the screeching,
scratching flower girl who falls into the clutches of a pavlovian
linguist who believes he can pass her off as a princess, Jaclyn
Carmichael exhibited the polish of a professional actress. As
a scamp she was a scamp. As a princess she was a princess.

'2/td.t4me€(4é
(Editor's Note: A serious attc'inpt has been made to convince a certain
philosopher that even he may have a niche. The intriguing results of
this attempt are presented in the following contribution to Out Of the
Niche by Dr. Magee.)
I THE NICHE OR WEB

By John Magee

When I consider my roles as philosopher or clergyman, I
cannot but recall that both groups are historically notorious
for getting out of the niches and tending to everybody's business. Socrates, patron saint of philosophy, was put to death
for tending to matters which the Athenian court regarded as
out of his niche
none of his business. He humorously referred to
this fact a few days before his death when he initiated a discussion
of immortality and remarked that surely in view of the coming execution no one could accuse him, in this matter at least, of attending to
something which was not his business.
-

The Hebrew prophets and New Testament apostles, the spiritual
ancestors of the modern clargyman, were constantly in and out of jails
as the result of shuttling in and out of niches.

Thus by profession
whether philosophic or religious
a niche
is impossibly confining. On both counts I am committed to the attempt
at expertness in living. This is equivalent to a life of amateurism
a jack of all trades. For expertness in the whole of life is manifestly
impossible. Both the philosopher and the religious are then fools,
simple fools among professionally sophisticated experts.
-

-

-

On other counts also I find the niche too confining. As a result of
an early college in a mortuary, "niche" has only one strong connotation
for me - the small space in mausoleum walls where the aches of the
dead are deposited in bronze urns. I can still feel the damp coolness of
that place dimly illuminated by a colored skylight with the surrounding
niches - some still unfilled (suggestive of a nauseaous possibility) with occasional cases, some supporting faded and dropping flowers.

A niche, then, is to me literally a grave, a dead end. And apart
from my personal aversions, the emptiness of a celebrated niche in the
Syrian garden belonging to Joseph of Arimathea about 1900 years ago
would suggest with overpowering force a permanent criticism of niches.
The spirit of man is not destined for a niche at all
but to live freely
in the whole world.
-

Back again to the roles of philosophy and religion. Men are working
hard to make these fields into professions, into areas of technical competence with a strict subject matter, like any other sensible department
of human effort. This, while understandable, is really laughable. I don't
mean to deny the usefulness, even the necessity, for mastering the works
of previous philosophic and religious writers along with the relevant
information about their lives and institutions. What I protest is identifying this mastery with being either philosophic or religious. The common
man recognizes this in his instinctive preference for wisdom over professionalism. To wrap yourself in the trappings of religion and philosophy
and then claim to be an expert is to bind yourself in grave clothes.

An image I prefer to the "niche" is the "web"
the web of life
in which we are all bound to the whole of existence by invisible strands
reaching out limitlessly on all sides and through all times
even to
eternity itself. Along the filaments of this web a man can feel the
vibrations of life pouring into him from all directions and know that
his own impulses are being transmitted outward, endlessly reverberating through the living material. In the web of life a man feels himself
akin to nature in all its manifold forms, to man in all his historic expreSsions, and even (bold assertion) to God by virtue of the strands
which He has woven inextricably into the web itself.
-

-

tit
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By Stanley Floyd

Among painters a n d poets
ere are those whose first effect
strangeness and mystery. With
peated viewing or reading, they
adually yield their meaning,
itil at last we discover that the
iginal strangeness was primarthe unfamiliarity we had with
eir message.
There is another type of paintor poet, unfortunately, whose
itial strangeness turns out to be
it so much our own unfamiliarT, but the result of some contrince on his part. Genuine poets
not purposely intend to be
ysterious; they only seek unrstanding in their own terms.
I feel the two artists exhibitg in the upper galleries this
onth might fit into the second
tegory. Richard Davis and

Mary H. Davis (I will consider
their work together because of the
similarity both in their style and
conceptual approach to painting)
may be regarded, and rightly so,
as poetic painters. Their visions
seem to be founded in lives of
solitude, using both the Orient
and nature as sources of inspiration. The sensitively drawn
"Head" and the tasteful college
"Growth" are notable works by
Richard. I also find "Gentle Moment" a pleasingly personal statement by Mary H. Davis, but as
a whole I find the show a little
disappointing. In these paintings
I sense a conscious submission to
the grey pallet and the passive
forms so typical of "Northwest
Painting."
A genuine mystery is the result of an event we do not fully
understand, but once understood,
sustains us with something much
more than the original mystery
itself could ever offer. On the

'k9&c

by Molly O'Brien Day
The high wild whine of the
wind, the blur of a moon in the
distance, the meloncholy echo of
music, and deep shadows, as a
coach rides through the tangled
masses of forest growth on its
way to the nearest town. The occupants include an old, wizened
grandmother, a magician, his
wife, and the spokesman for the
troupe. They are directed to the
home of a well-to-do business man
where throughout the long, errie
night, the members of the household and troupe meet, and
through various events and mysteries, expose the hypocricsy,
falseness, corruption that warps
their personalities and pursuits
despite their basic qualities or intentions. Falseness breeds on the
greed of men and knows only satisfaction when in company with
its kind.
Here again is the agonized
search for truth and love so prevalent in the Bergman films. In
The Magician, Bergman has
reached a fascinating fullness of
expression. He has with bold imagination, combined the melocholy with crisp satirism, yet
avoided an overpowering sense of
oppressive gloom. Ridiculousness
and hilarity, paralleled with terror, sorrow and evil; when drawn
together with the skill and mastery of Bergman's talent, create
a valuable, unique experience.
He has utilized not only his
equipment for lighting and sound,
but the capacities of his actors
with beautiful, amazing results.
With The Magician superior,
perhaps, to either The Seventh
Seal or Wild Strawberries, he has
produced superb performances on
the part of every person. Not one
loses his character, nor appears
bored with his task; on the contrary, they are quick, sensitive
and intelligent in response. Certainly such consistency is rarely
viewed in modern films. For the
keen-minded, distinctive students
who honestly desire an evening's
disturbance and awakening, Bergman cannot be denied his brilliance in just such feats.
other hand, applied mystery,
though it delights and deceives
for a time, proves in the end to
be less than durable. Richard
Davis and Mary H. Davis must
still be regarded as poetic painters, but because of their dependence upon mysterious effects have
placed themselves in the class of
poets of the lesser sort.
It's

CHARLESON'S
5K 9-3818

915 North Lawrence
Why fght downtown traffic?

Far from being overshadowed
by Jaclyns fine performance, the
other leading members of the cast
turned in some top-flight acting.
e
g
9Y
tf
covers that success and failure
sometimes come in the sqme colored wrapper, had the right degree of restraint to expliot every
nook and crany of G.B.S. 's poignant subtleties.
Colonel Pickering, the polished
aristocrat whose finances were responsible for Higgins' experiment,
was gracefully played by a convincingly aged Chuck Comeau.
We hope to see a lot more of
Chuck next year. Velma Liedes
looked more like a sister than the
mother of Higgins but, nevertheless, did a pleasant portrayal.
Ron Wardall was a show-stopper. As the greasy, lazy father of
Eliza, whose delightful observations ("She's only a woman and
don't know how to be happy anyway.") kept the audience in
stitches, he provided an excellent
example of good "character" act-

e6444

Dr. Sakakibara, Professor of
Economics at Ao yana Gakuin
University, Japan, will lead a
seminar on Communism and
Conflict in the Far East today
at 4 p.m. in room 9 of the
Student Center.
The Curious Savage, a tense
psychiatric drama directed by
Thor Nielsen, will be presented by the Tacoma-Pierce
County Association for Mental
Health tonight, 8: 15 p.m., at
PLC. Donation $1.00.
Don Quixote De La Mancha, a Spanish film starring
Rafael Rivelles, will be shown
May 5-8 at the Capitol. The
Truth About Women is scheduled to be shown May 13-15.
The Tacoma Choral Society and Chamber Orchestra
will present Brahms German
Requiem May R, 4 p.m., at the
First Methodist Church.

• Hungry?
• Thjrsty?
• Lonesome

PAT'S
No. 21st

and Oakes

Anachronism?
Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been
around in Caesar's day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparkling
good taste, the welcome lift of Coke!
Caesar's motto—"I came, I saw, I
conquered." Pretty good motto for
Coke too—the prime favorite in over
100 countries today!

ROSA LI E'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
2718 6th Avenue
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BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLiNG CO.

TACOMA, WN.
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Weatherwax and
Demick Honored

THE LUCKY LOGGER
by Stan Farber

Post-season basketball honors,
almost lost in the shuffle of spring
sports, have been announced in
recent dispatches received in the
UPS athletic publicity office.
Scott Weatherwax, slender UPS
point-producing forward, w a s
awarded a position on the allEvergreen Conference first team
along with Western's Ron Crowe
and Ed Vadset, Whitworth's Ray
Washburn and Eastern's Dick
Koford. Bill Demick received a
second team selection and Bob
Johnson was accorded honorable
mention.
Weatherwax and Demick were
recipients of space in Who's Who
in Small College Basketball.
Further honors came "Wax's"
way as the United-Press International named him on their smallcollege honorable mention list.
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Led by murderer's row of freshmen swatting sensations, the University of Puget Sound baseballers will close out their season with four
straight home affairs (see schedule below). Outfielder Chris Cherbas,
catcher Larry Green and first baseman Dean Peterson (see picture),
are leading the hitting parade in batting percentage and slugging
efforts.
Dr. W. B. Burns Baseball Field (across from the Fieldhouse)
will be the site of the three double-headers and single contest. The
double-headers start at 1: 30 and the UBC single game commences
at 3:30.
Probabilities for mound assignments for the upcoming games include: Dave Campbell, Jerry Hoxsey, Rudy Maurin, Phil Oke and
Pete Scholz. Maurin and Scholz have turned in creditable performances in starting roles this year and Hoxsey has turned in some good
relief pitching.
The University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran College
track forces have engaged each other in eve.ry single meet this season
and will continue to hook up through the conference meet. Jack
Higgins has continued to be the main point-producer for the thinclads.
Coach Buck Meacham is pleased at the way his golf squad has
come along and looks for freshman Bennett Witherspoon to become
a top flight golfer.
Af ter visiting Seattle University Friday, the tennis team will host
Western Washington May 11 at the Jefferson Playground courts.
Pacific Lutheran College will host the annual Evergreen Conference Spring Sports Meet May 20-21. The meet will include competition in track, tennis and golf.
Schedules for remaining spring sport activities are: Track: May
7—UPS, Fort Lewis at PLC. May 14—UPS, PLC, Central Wash, at
Western Wash. Baseball: May 4—PLC at UPS. May 7—UBC at
UPS. May 10—Central Wash, at UPS. May 14—St. Martin's at UPS.
Golf: May 5—Western Wash. at UPS. May il—UW at UPS. May
13—UPS at McChord Field. Tennis: May 6—UPS at Seattle U. May
11—Western Washington at UPS.
All baseball (except UBC) gaines and track, tennis and golf meets
start at 1:30.
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MURDERERS' ROW. These three freshmen (from left to right) outfielder
Chris Cherbas, catcher Larry Green and first baseman Dean Peterson are
the swatting sensations of this year's baseball team. After five games,
Peterson is hitting .474, Cherbas .471 and Green .438. Green leads the
team in home runs (3), runs-batted-in (10) and runs-scored (6). (photo
by Seman)

PUGET SOUND SPLITS WITH
POWERFUL WESTERN; 2-1, 9-2
In a brilliant pitcher's duel, the
University of Puget Sound baseball team edged Western Washington College, third-place finisher among small colleges last year,
2-1 in the opening game of an
April 30 double header in the
friendly confines of Dr. W. B.
Burns baseball field.
Pete Scholz, although worn
down by pitching assignments
twice within the past three days,
threw a steady three-hitter as he
outpitched the Vikings' ace pitcher and small-college most-valuable-player last year, Roger Repoz.
Western opened the scoring on
Frank Padlo's home run, but UPS
erased the margin in the fourth
inning when Tom Rowland scored
on Larry Green's double
Peterson Steals Home

The fireworks really started
after two were out in the Logger
sixth when Dean Peterson singled
and moved to third on Jerry loxsey's line single off Repoz' pitching arm. Hoxsey attempted to
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Wilson Athletic equipment

UNION SERVICE

920 Commerce

steal second, but pulled up short
on the catcher's throw at Peterson
waltzed home on the delayed steal.
This bit of strategy turned out to
be coach Wally Erwin's masterpiece, for before the game began,
he mentioned the possibility of
the trick working although he did
not expect it to turn the tide and
in so dramatic a fashion.
After being blanked for the first
three innings, Western's batting
attack whistled out a merry tune
in the second game as the Vikings
smashed the Loggers 9-2. Three
unearned runs opened the floodgates.
The win came after six straight
road defeats. In three successive
double headers, the Loggers lost to
Central Washington 15-1 and 108, Western Washington 2-1 and
2-1, and Pacific Lutheran 9-7 and
5-0.
Lutes Next

Sweet revenge will be the motive of the Loggers' efforts tomorrow as the Pacific Lutheran Gladiators visit Dr. W. B. Burns baseball field (across from the Fieldhouse) for a double bill starting
at 1:30. The Lutes are led by Glen
Campbell, the nation's leading
small-college hitter last year, and
vociferous Dennis (The Menace)
Ross, a third-string first baseman
with a talent for bench-jockeying
- he is credited for demoralizing
the Loggers in their last twin bill
with the Lutes.

Free Pick Up and Delivery
General Repairs

Vale

6th Ave. at Union

We're Open Until

Lunches and Dinners

MIDNIGHT

North 26th & Proctor

• Fountain
5K 9-4502

PROCTOR HOUSE

SK 2-8322

• Groceries
• Sundries
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VICTORY STORE
6th Ave. & Anderson

Friendly College Bank"

Central Bank

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full par' and allowances
while talcing off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will. pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
Aerospace Team.

US
Air F6rc* e* ,
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SCO1
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
I am between 19 and 261/2, a citizen
of the U. S. and a high school graduate

OPEN UNTIL 5:30 FRIDAYS
6th Ave. at Pine St.

send
me detailed information
the
with................._yearsif
college. on
Please
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.
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